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QUESTION 1

In the list of insights, the first insights that you see are the ones that explain, statistically, the most variation in the
outcome variable. The insights that appear later, as you scroll through the story, explain variables that, statistically,
account for less of the variation in the outcome variable. 

When you select one variable, what are you comparing? 

A. Selected variable with CLV 

B. Selected variable average with the mean 

C. Selected variable with a different variable 

D. Selected variable average with the filtered average 

E. Selected variable with all story data 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

The Einstein Analytics team at a company created a clataset based on the 

Opportunity__c custom object. The VP of Sales reports seeing the message "No 

results found" when opening the dataset to explore it. Other users below the VP in the role hierarchy can see rows on
the same dataset. Which two problems might be causing this issue? 

A. The Salesforce profile for the VP does not have read permission on some fields of the Opportunity__c custom object 

B. The Security Predicates set up at the dataset level are preventing the VP from seeing data 

C. The dataset is inheriting sharing from Salesforce and the VP can see more than 3000 rows 

D. The Salesforce profile for the VP does not have read permission on the Opportunity__c custom object 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

A dataset is ready for analysis in Einstein Discovery. 

What is the first step a consultant should take after the data is loaded? 

A. Identify data types and define the appropriate data as numeric. 

B. Analyze data columns and decide which, if any, to drop. 

C. Produce a graph of the data to analyze. 
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D. Load the data into Einstein Analytics 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of these standard deviations is for a curve that has values that are the most spread out away from the average? 

A. 8 

B. 1 

C. 4 

D. 16 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which chart type is suitable for rendering five measures in a lens visualization? 

A. Treemap chart 

B. Scatter chart 

C. Metric Radar chart 

D. Stacked Bar chart 

Correct Answer: D 
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